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Abstract
Background and Objectives
Opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome (OMAS) is a rare disorder of the nervous system that
classically presents with a combination of characteristic eyemovement disorder andmyoclonus,
in addition to ataxia, irritability, and sleep disturbance. There is good evidence that OMAS is an
immune-mediated condition that may be paraneoplastic in the context of neuroblastoma. This
syndrome may be associated with long-term cognitive impairment, yet it remains unclear how
this is influenced by disease course and treatment. Treatment is largely predicated on immune
suppression, but there is limited evidence to indicate an optimal regimen.

Methods
Following an international multiprofessional workshop in 2004, a body of clinicians and scientists
comprising the InternationalOMSStudy group continued tomeet biennially in a joint professionals
and family workshop focusing on pediatric OMAS. Seventeen years after publication of the first
report, a writing group was convened to provide a clinical update on the definitions and clinical
presentation of OMAS, biomarkers and the role of investigations in a child presenting with OMAS,
treatment and management strategies including identification and support of long-term sequelae.

Results
The clinical criteria for diagnosis were reviewed, with a proposed approach to laboratory and
radiologic investigation of a child presenting with possible OMAS. The evidence for an upfront
vs escalating treatment regimen was reviewed, and a treatment algorithm proposed to recognize
both these approaches. Importantly, recommendations on monitoring of immunotherapy re-
sponse and longer-term follow-up based on an expert consensus are provided.
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Discussion
OMAS is a rare neurologic condition that can be associated with poor cognitive outcomes. This report proposes an approach to
investigation and treatment of children presenting with OMAS, based on expert international opinion recognizing the limited
data available.

Opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome (OMAS) is a rare
disorder of the nervous system with onset usually in the
second year of life. This condition classically presents with a
combination of characteristic eye movement disorder and
myoclonus, in addition to ataxia, irritability, and sleep dis-
turbance. In around 50% of children presenting with OMAS,
there is an underlying neuroblastoma. There is good evidence
that OMAS is an immune-mediated condition that may be
paraneoplastic in the context of neuroblastoma.1 In 2004,
following an international multiprofessional workshop, a re-
port on immune pathogenesis, clinical features, acute and
chronic neurologic manifestations, and current and thera-
peutic approaches to OMAS was published.2 This in-
ternational body of clinicians and scientists continued to meet
biennially in a joint professionals and family workshop fo-
cusing on many aspects of this neurologic syndrome.3

Although there have been significant advances, including earlier
recognition and diagnosis of the clinical syndrome, many chal-
lenges remain. Moreover, treatment is largely predicated on im-
mune suppression, although there is limited evidence to guide
optimal treatment regimens. OMAS can be associated with long-
term cognitive impairment, yet it remains unclear how this is
influenced by disease course and treatment. Recent series, how-
ever, suggest that higher intensity of therapy may predict better
outcomes.4,5 Following the series of biennial meetings and work-
shops of the International OMAS study group, a writing groupwas
convened to provide a clinical update on the definitions and clinical
presentation of pediatric OMAS, biomarkers and the role of in-
vestigations in a child presenting with OMAS, treatment and
management strategies including identification and support of
long-term sequelae (Methods attached as supplementary material,
links.lww.com/NXI/A702).

Background, Definitions, and
Clinical Presentation
Multiple acronyms have been used to describe the same phe-
nomenon: opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome (OMAS),
opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome (OMS), opsoclonus-myoclonus-
ataxia (OMA), and dancing eye syndrome. The incidence of
OMAS has been reported for the United Kingdom in a

prospective study as 0.18 cases permillion of the population6 and
in a retrospective study in Japan as 0.27 cases per million chil-
dren.7 The mean age at presentation was 18 months in the
prospective study, and the median age was 16.5 months in the
retrospective study. In a large retrospective single-center study of
356 children, the mean age at onset in children was not signifi-
cantly different between those with tumor (1.7 years ± 0.89 SD)
and those without (2.1 years ± 1.4 SD), with the vast majority
presenting before age 5 years.8 Those children presenting after
age 24months were found to be less likely to present with tumor
than those younger than 24 months (<12 months, 58%, 12–24
months, 52%, >24 months, 38%, p = 0.03).9 No cases in this
large published series presented after age 10.8

OMAS falls along the spectrum of acquired cerebellar ataxias of
childhood, which may include syndromes presenting purely with
ataxia, but is distinct for its paraneoplastic association with neu-
roblastoma (26%–44%)6,7,10 and the presence of opsoclonus and
myoclonus. Opsoclonus (vimeo.com/208498940), due to sac-
cadic bursts, produces chaotic eye movements, without an inter-
saccadic interval, unlike nystagmus that is rhythmic and has fast or
slow waves depending on the etiology. Because children with
OMAS often present with gait imbalance, initial diagnosis is often
acute cerebellar ataxia, an infectious or postinfectious illness, which
in some cases is associated with varicella zoster or Mycoplasma
pneumoniae.9 The development of opsoclonus and/or myoclonus
declares the OMAS diagnosis. Occasionally, eye movement ab-
normalities present first and can resemble the sensory nystagmus
seen in patients with visual loss. In such cases, primary ophthal-
mologic disorders should be considered, especially in children
with onset less than 3 months of age.

Kinsbourne’s initial description of 6 children with OMAS was of
a myoclonic encephalopathy,11 which would include the differ-
ential of pediatric neurodegenerative conditions with or without
associated epilepsy, such as Batten disease. However, these
conditions may be distinguished by the absence of the other
features of OMAS, and an often prolonged time course in
comparison to OMAS, where onset is noted to be acute or
subacute in over half (57%) of patients.9

Although the majority of children who eventually receive a di-
agnosis of OMAS present to the clinician with opsoclonus,

Glossary
ACTH = adrenocorticotropic hormone; ADS = acquired demyelinating syndrome; IVIg = IV immunoglobulin;MIBG = meta-
iodo-benzyl-guanidine scan;OMA = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia;OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome;OMS =
opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome; OS = overall survival.
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importantly, the first sign may be ataxia (staggering and falling)8

with later development of opsoclonus. Opsoclonus can be tran-
sient, difficult to see during examination and smartphone videos
may be a useful adjunct to diagnosis. Opsoclonus may be elicited
by saccades, and by a squeeze test in which the child forcefully
closes the eyelids, which are held open by the examiner.

Behavioral abnormalities, including sleep disturbance, irritability,
and inconsolable crying, are frequent (over half of patients).8

Many children lose previously acquired motor and language
skills, with this regression related to age at presentation. The
Mitchell-Pike OMS rating scale is the most frequently used
disease-specific scale and involves the grading of 6 categories on
an ordinal scale: stance, gait, arm/hand function, opsoclonus,
mood/behavior, and speech, with higher scores representing
more severe clinical presentations.12 Some studies, including the
Children’s Oncology Group (COG) study13 and EU study
(NCT01868269), used only 5 of the 6 items, excluding speech
and language, for a 15 point maximum. Initial presentation may
be variable, with atypical presentation in 20% of children in a
prospective UK study.6 Based on an expert panel recommen-
dation, a diagnosis may be made with 3 of 4 features are present:
(1) opsoclonus, (2) ataxia or myoclonus, (3) behavior change or
sleep disturbance, and (4) neuroblastoma.2

Immunopathogenesis
The very specific association of peripheral neuroblastic tumors
(neural antigens) and the relatively specific pathognomic
clinical features make a specific adaptive response very likely in
OMAS. Peripheral neuroblastic tumors are identified in 50% of
children with OMAS,9 and some have suggested the presence

of occult tumor in many more, with spontaneous regression in
these cases.14 No clinical characteristics distinguish children
with OMAS with and without occult tumor.8 Neuroblastoma
(73%) is the most common tumor type, followed by ganglio-
neuroblastoma (22%) and ganglioneuroma (4%). The tumors
are never in the brain: all are located along the sympathetic
chain or in the adrenals, including the neck, thoracic, abdom-
inal, or pelvic cavities.9 Notably, 93% of neuroblastoma is early
stage (stage 1 or 2) in this population.9 Although rare, OMAS
has been reported in adolescents with ovarian teratoma.15

A variety of infections have been reported in association with
OMAS, includingMycoplasma, Streptococcus, Epstein-Barr virus,
adenovirus, HIV, and dengue virus, among others,16 suggesting
that no single etiologic infectious agent exists. Importantly,
however, as an infectious prodrome may occur even in children
with underlying tumor,9 all children presenting with OMAS
should be screened for peripheral neuroblastic tumor.

The search for a specific and reproducible biomarker has to
date been disappointing. Currently available biomarkers are
available primarily on a research basis (Table 1) and do not
discriminate paraneoplastic from idiopathic cases. Many
nonspecific biomarkers have been described in OMAS.
CSF in OMAS typically contains a small number of immune
cells, but the cells can be immunophenotyped to determine
whether there are aberrant or skewed immune cell pop-
ulations. B-cell expansion in the CSF is reported in OMAS,17

correlating with severity and response to the B cell–depleting
biologic therapy.18 Similarly, CSF oligoclonal bands have
been found in 58% of untreated patients with OMAS, in-
ferring intra-CNS production of antibodies.19

Table 1 Biomarkers in OMAS and Neuroblastoma

Biomarker Significance OMAS vs control
Research or
clinical setting Specificity Reference

CSF immunology

CSF B-cell expansion Expansion of B cells in OMAS Increased Research No 17,18

CSF oligoclonal bands Clonal expansion of immunoglobulin G Intrathecal synthesis in 58% of untreated
OMAS

Clinical No 19

CSF neopterin Cellular immune activation biomarker Increased in majority Clinical (limited) No 20

CSF cytokines and
chemokines

Support involvement of B-cell, T-cell,
and innate immune activation

Increased in OMAS, higher in severe
disease, and reduce with treatment

Research No 20-25

Neuronal damage

Neurofilament Evidence of neuronal damage marker Elevated in the acute phase and correlates
with outcome

Research No 26

Peripheral neuroblastic tumor markers

Neuroimaging (MRI,
CT, and ultrasound)

Evidence of peripheral neuroblastic
tumor

Present in ;50% of patients Clinical Yes 8

Urine catecholamine Support presence of catecholamine-
secreting tumor

Elevated in the minority of patients Clinical Yes 8

Abbreviation: OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome.
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CSF neopterin is elevated in the acute phase of OMAS, cor-
relates with OMAS severity, and reduces rapidly with treat-
ment,20 but is nonspecific. Likewise, cytokines and chemokines
involved in B-cell (BAFF and CXCL13)21 and T-cell (CCL17,
CCL19, CCL21, and CCL22),23,24 and microglial25 activation
are elevated in CSF of OMAS but are also nonspecific. Finally,
CSF elevation of neurofilament, a marker of axonal injury, is
associated with OMAS outcome.26 Taken together, although
these CSF biomarkers correlate with some degree with disease
activity and therefore offer some hope for monitoring, in
practice they lack sensitivity and specificity. Future studies to
evaluate their utility in longitudinal assessments of response to
therapy are needed.

The elevation of cytokines and chemokines involved in B-cell
activation, alongside CSF oligoclonal bands, may argue for a
role for a pathogenic humoral autoimmune process in
OMAS,27 and discovery of a pathogenic autoantibody would
advance the field substantially. This is supported by evidence of
IgG binding to the cell surface of neurones in a minority of
patients with OMAS.28 An alternate explanation is that the
driving autoimmune process is T cell mediated, resulting in
greater challenges from a discovery and biomarker perspective.

Investigating the Child Presenting
With OMAS
Although a diagnosis may be made in the presence of 3 of 4
features: opsoclonus, ataxia or myoclonus, behavior change or
sleep disturbance, and neuroblastoma,2 presentation may be

atypical. In a prospective UK study, 3 of 15 children sub-
sequently diagnosed with OMAS were initially misdiagnosed,
2 as acute cerebellar ataxia and 1 as Guillain-Barre syndrome.6

In the absence of a disease biomarker, investigations to ex-
clude other neurologic and inflammatory conditions that may
mimic some or all of the features seen in OMAS are per-
formed. Notably, the presence of neuroblastoma associates
strongly with OMAS; therefore, early investigation for neu-
roblastoma may allow timely diagnosis and immune treat-
ment in those children with an atypical or incomplete
presentation. Reexamining the child with an atypical pre-
sentation after 2 weeks is important in distinguishing acute
cerebellar ataxia (in whom the clinical course is of improve-
ment, without myoclonus or opsoclonus) from OMAS.29

CSF
Lumbar puncture, including cell count, protein, and glucose
level, should be assessed at onset to exclude potential mimics
of OMAS. As mild elevation of CSF WBC (>4/mm3) has
been observed in 14% of untreated patients and oligoclonal
bands positive in 58% of OMAS, with higher positivity in
those over 2 years at symptom onset than those under 2 years,
evaluation of serum and CSF oligoclonal bands should be
performed.9 If possible, lymphocyte flow cytometry should be
performed on CSF as the presence of relative expansion of
B cells is a biomarker of active OMAS and correlates with
response to B cell–depleting therapies.17

As noted above, many pathogens have been associated with
the occurrence of the disease and differ according to patient
geographical localization and history, and evidence of

Table 2 Recommendations for Initial Investigations of Children With OMAS

Blood tests ➢ Full blood count, Erythrocyte sedimentation rate, electrolytes, urea, uric acid, lactate, creatinine, C-reactive protein, liver
function tests, glucose (with paired CSF), clotting studies (international normalized ratio and partial thromboplastin time),
IgG/IgM and albumin synthesis index (with paired CSF), and infectious studies to identify potential trigger (with CSF if
indicated), immunophenotyping by FACS for B cell subsets if available, IgG, IgA, IgM

Infection screening ➢ PCR and/or serology for herpes viruses (CMV, EBV, VZV, HHV-6), West Nile virus, adenovirus, enterovirus and influenza in
blood, CSF, stool and nasopharyngeal aspirate as indicated by clinical circumstances

CSF ➢ Cell count, protein level, glucose (with paired blood glucose to exclude glucose transporter defect), lactate, IgG and
albumin synthesis index (with paired blood sample), oligoclonal bands (with paired serum), immunophenotyping by FACS
for B cell subsets if available, neopterins if available (neurotransmitter panel)

Neuroimaging MRI Brain to exclude focal lesion in the posterior fossa

Laboratory screening for
neuroblastoma

➢ Urine catecholamine metabolites. If not available on random urine (as opposed to 24 hours collection) this may be
deferred pending imaging results.
➢ Serum: neuron specific enolase (NSE) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
➢ N.B: consider other tumors including screening for antibodies such as anti-Hu/ANNA1 antibodies

Imaging for neuroblastoma Whole body imaging should be performed in all children with OMS. Where there may be delay in obtaining whole body
magnetic resonance imaging, first-line imaging comprising chest x-ray, abdominal ultrasound, and MIBG scintigraphy may
be performed, proceeding to whole body imaging if no neuroblastoma is identified. The following MRI sequences are
recommended: 4-mm sections of regions typically affected by neuroblastoma:
➢ Abdomen/pelvis: Axial T1-w, T2-w, T2-w fat suppression; coronal T2-w; sagittal (spine) T1-w, T2-w, T2-w fat suppression
➢ Chest: Axial T1-w, T2-w; coronal: T2-w; sagittal (spine) T1-w, T2-w, T2-w fat suppression
➢ Axial T1-w, T2-w; sagittal (spine) T1-w, T2-w, T2-w fat suppression
N.B.: If a tumor is suspected in one of the native investigations, T1-w contrast-enhanced sequence of that investigation
(abdomen, chest, or neck) should be added. An equivalent CT protocol may be used following consideration of the above.

Abbreviations: CMV = cytomegalovirus; EBV = Epstein Barr virus; FACS = fluorescence activated cell sorting; HHV-6 = human herpes virus 6; Ig = immuno-
globulin; OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome; VZV = varicella zoster virus.
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infection may be sought accordingly with optimized investi-
gations (Table 2).

Neuroimaging
Initially, neuroimaging in children with acute or subacute
onset of ataxia, regardless of whether they present with
opsoclonus, is necessary to exclude focal lesions in the pos-
terior fossa, including those due to tumor and other in-
flammatory or metabolic diseases. Neuroimaging of the brain
is typically normal in the acute phase of OMAS, although
cerebellar atrophy and cortical volume loss are occasionally
seen longitudinally, and atrophy correlates with a higher
OMAS score.30

Tumor Identification
High-resolution imaging, radioisotope imaging, and de-
tection of excreted catecholamine metabolites are available
methods in establishing the diagnosis of a peripheral neu-
roblastic tumor. Although no specific established hierarchy
of investigation exists in OMAS, urine catecholamine

metabolites, homovanillic acid, and vanillylmandelic acid
(VMA/HVA) may be measured first but are very insensitive
in OMAS. Most pediatric laboratories can do spot urine
testing for VMA/HVA as a ratio to creatinine instead of 24-
hour urine collections. As peripheral neuroblastic tumors
associated with OMAS are generally small and thus mini-
mally secreting or nonsecreting, the yield from this in-
vestigation is often disappointing, being as low as 24%,31

further confounded by challenges of collecting adequate
urine samples in very young children. For these reasons,
urine VMA screening alone is inadequate to exclude
neuroblastoma.

Meta-iodo-benzyl-Guanidine (MIBG) scan scintigraphy is
routinely used for screening and staging of neuroblastic tu-
mors due to its high specificity.32 However, the false-negative
rate of MIBG scintigraphy is around 8% and even higher in
tumors with more differentiated pathology, and those are
often associated with OMAS. In these cases, the false-negative
rates can be as high as 24%.33 This is likely to be due to the

Figure 1 Immune Treatment Algorithm Whereby Both Treatment Upfront and Escalation Regimes Are Integrated

Treatment generally persists at least for a full year. *Redosing of rituximab may be required if B-cell repopulation occurs quickly (<4 months) and/or clinical
relapse. **Treatment may be extended if incomplete response or if there is clinical relapse and in this context is tailored to prior patient response and
clinician experience.
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nonsecreting nature and small size of low-grade neuroblas-
tomas and ganglioneuroblastomas associated with OMAS.6

Fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose PET/CT has been used in
patients who have negative MIBG imaging as a less specific
but more sensitive test.34 More evidence is needed to support
the diagnostic accuracy of this test.34

In recent years, whole body imaging from the neck to
pelvis, covering the wide range of possible tumor sites in-
cluding the adrenals and the entire neural crest, has become
the gold standard for detecting neuroblastic tumor in
OMA. The majority of tumors, however, are either in the
adrenals or in paraspinal regions of the chest and abdomen.
Chest x ray and abdominal ultrasound alone are inadequate
for detecting underlying neuroblastoma due to lower yields
than other imaging modalities such as MRI, CT, and ra-
dioisotope imaging.6 Although there is no clear evidence of
superiority of MRI over CT, the fact that CT needs to be
performed both with and without IV contrast, for superior
detection of small amounts of calcification seen in some

tumors,35 and it involves a relatively high dose of radiation,
has led to a shift toward the use of MRI. MRI avoids ex-
posure to radiation, and its sensitivity reaches 100% in
some studies,31 although general anesthesia is required in
younger children. High resolution (4-mm cuts), imaging in
multiple planes (axial, sagittal, and coronal), and diffusion
weighted images are needed, together with interpretation
by an experienced pediatric radiologist36 (Table 2).

Importantly, investigations to look for peripheral neuro-
blastic tumors may need to be repeated over time if no
tumor is found at first attempt. The optimal timing and
duration of repeat imaging has not been established, but
repeat imaging at 6 months is practical and should detect
the majority of tumors that may have been missed at first
screening. Although in practice, MRI is frequently the ini-
tial investigation, complementary tests can be performed in
the event of negative findings, in particular MIBG scintig-
raphy with single-photon emission computerized tomog-
raphy or PET/CT.

Table 3 Recommendations for the Dosing and Monitoring of Immunotherapeutic Agents in the Treatment of OMAS:
Steroid Treatment and IVIg

Treatment of OMS in children

Prompt treatment is generally considered important and should be initiated when a diagnosis of OMS has been made. Brief delay for surgical
removal of an associated neuroblastoma may be considered or initial doses of immunotherapy given before tumor resection if there is delay in
surgery.

There remains uncertainty as to the benefits of a regimen of escalation of treatment vs front-loading treatment. Some children will respond to steroid
treatment alone and will therefore be overtreated by a front-loading regimen. However, delay in effective treatment may be associated with a poorer
disease outcome. If an escalation regimen is used, aggressive escalation may be required in cases with a poor response to initial treatment.

Steroid treatment

Regimen Various regimens have been used including pulsed dexamethasone, adrenocorticoptropic hormone (ACTH), and
methylprednisolone followed by prednisolone.
Pulsed dexamethasone has been widely used as first-line steroid treatment. This may be given as:
➢ 20 mg/m2/day in 2 divided doses on 3 consecutive days (3 d-treatment defined as 1 pulse)
➢ 12 pulses at 3 to 4 weekly intervals
➢ The scheduled 12 pulses of dexamethasone should always be completed, even with earlier complete remission.
➢ Additional dexamethasone pulsesmay be given, or the interval between the scheduled dexamethasone pulsesmay be shortened
in patients showing insufficient response or improvement after dexamethasone but worsening of symptoms before the scheduled
date of the next dexamethasone pulse.
ACTH may be given as:
➢ 75 iu/m2 intramuscularly twice daily for 1 wk, once daily for 1 week, alternate days for 2 wk, and then a gradual wean over 11 mo,
but a slower titration from daily to alternate day treatment is often needed.
Alternative corticosteroid regimens include:
➢ IV pulse methylprednisolone (30 mg/kg/d for 3–5 d)
➢ Pulse repeated monthly for 6–12 mo or followed by oral prednisone or prednisolone (starting dose 1–2 mg/kg/d)
➢Weaning may be performed over 12 mo, which may be more rapid with steroid-sparing agent. Longer treatment may be needed.

Side effects Potential side effects include irritability, hypertension, hyperglycemia, weight gain infections, and osteopenia, whichmaybe lessened
by using pulse rather than daily steroids.

Safety monitoring ➢ H2 blockers and/or antacids are recommended as prophylaxis for gastritis during steroid administration according to standard
local procedures.
➢ Blood pressure, blood or urine glucose, full blood cell count, and blood electrolytes should be monitored by standard local
procedures as clinically indicated.
➢Patients on chronic corticosteroids should receive adjunctive treatment for bone health (calciumand vitaminD) with consideration
of Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry scan if on steroids for more than 6 mo, and Pneumocystis prophylaxis (trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole), particularly if also had received other immunotherapy.

IVIg

Regimen May be given as: 2 g/kg over 2–5 d followed by 1–2 g/kg every 4 wk for up to 12 mo

Side effects Potential side effects of IVIg include allergic reactions, thrombosis, headaches, and aseptic meningitis.

Abbreviations: IVIg = IV immunoglobulin; OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome; OMS = opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome.
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Treatment of Associated Peripheral
Neuroblastic Tumors
Peripheral neuroblastic tumors are the most frequent extra-
cranial solid tumors in children,37 with an annual incidence of

8 cases/106 children younger than 15 years, per year. The
median age at presentation is 22 months. Peripheral neuro-
blastic tumors are characterized by clinical and genetic het-
erogeneity. They represent a spectrum of disease, ranging from
benign, well differentiated tumors (ganglioneuroma) to un-
differentiated very aggressive malignancies (neuroblastoma).37

Although all types of peripheral neuroblastic tumor have been
found in association with OMAS, most have been found to be
differentiating neuroblastomas, with cases reported of inter-
mixed ganglioneuroblastoma or even ganglioneuroma. Lym-
phocyte infiltration is abundant in neuroblastoma associated
withOMAS, with follicular formation.38 The favorable prognosis
of OMAS-associated peripheral neuroblastic tumor may suggest
that this inflammatory infiltration is protective from a tumor
perspective but creates the risk of a paraneoplastic process.

An increased frequency of segmental chromosomal abnor-
malities has been reported in tumor tissue compared with a
control group of localized peripheral neuroblastic tumors not
associated with OMAS.39 The genetic and molecular analysis
of these tumors is complicated by the low percentage of tumor
cells in the samples.

The risk stratification of peripheral neuroblastic tumors has
evolved from anatomic and clinical40 (age, presence of me-
tastases, and site of metastases) to genetic41 (N-myc-proto-
oncogene amplification, 17q gain, 1p36 LOH, and 11q LOH)
and molecular42 (tumor anaplastic lymphoma kinase [ALK]
amplification or mutation burden, Ras pathway mutation
burden, telomere maintenance mechanisms, and X-linked
Alpha Thalassemia Mental Retardation [ATRX] mutation
burden). In 2004, a landmark global collaboration developed
a new International Neuroblastoma Risk Group classification
system, using factors such as age at presentation, stage, pa-
thology,MYCN amplification, 11q LOH, ploidy and stratifies
patients in very low risk (overall survival [OS] > 85%), low
risk (OS 75%–85%), intermediate risk (OS 50%–75%), and
high risk (OS < 50%).

Accordingly, treatment has also evolved toward risk-adapted
strategies. The majority of patients with peripheral neuro-
blastic tumor–associated OMAS have very low, low, or in-
termediate risk, nonmetastatic neuroblastoma. For low- and
intermediate-risk patients, clinical trials have aimed at re-
duction of chemotherapy, without compromising the excel-
lent outcome. In the COG P9641 trial, asymptomatic low-risk
patients with neuroblastoma with or without OMAS achieved
5-year OS ≥ 95% with surgery alone.43 In the same study,
chemotherapy was reserved for cases that were inoperable,
symptomatic, or with progressive disease after surgery alone.
Patients with stages 2a or 2b neuroblastoma received 2–8
cycles of chemotherapy (based on carboplatin, etoposide,
cyclophosphamide, and doxorubicin), with 5-year OS > 85%.
With a similar risk-adapted approach (4–8 cycles of chemother-
apy based on carboplatin, etoposide, doxorubicin, and cyclo-
phosphamide), patients with intermediate-risk neuroblastoma

Table 4 Mitchell and Pike OMS Rating Scale

Stance 0 Standing and sitting balance normal for age

1 Mildly unstable standing for age, slightly wide
based

2 Unable to stand without support but can sit
without support

3 Unable to sit without using hands to prop or other
support

Gait 0 Walking normal for age

1 Mildly wide-based gait for age, but able to walk
indoors and outdoors independently

2 Walks only or predominantly with support from
person or equipment

3 Unable to walk even with support from person or
equipment

Arm/hand
function

0 Normal for age

1 Mild, infrequent tremor or jerkiness without
functional impairment

2 Finemotor function persistently impaired for age,
but less precise manipulative tasks normal or
almost normal

3 Major difficulties in all age-appropriate fine
motor and manipulative tasks

Opsoclonus 0 None

1 Rare or only when elicited by change in fixation or
squeeze test

2 Frequent, interferes intermittently with fixation
or tracking

3 Persistent, interfering continuously with function
and tracking

Mood/behavior 0 Normal

1 Mild increase in irritability but consolable and/or
mild sleep disturbances

2 Irritability and sleep disturbances interfering with
child and family life

3 Persistent severe distress

Speech 0 Normal for age, no loss

1 Mildly unclear, plateaued in development

2 Loss of some words or some grammatical
constructs (i.e., from sentences to phrases) but
still communicates verbally

3 Severe loss of verbal communication and speech.

Abbreviation: OMS = opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome.
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also achieve comparable 5-year OS above 90% in the A3961
trial.44 Similarly, in Europe, the Localized Neuroblastoma
Europe Study 145 achievedOS> 90% in neuroblastoma stages 1
and 2 (non-MYCN-amplified) with surgery alone.

Rare cases of high-risk neuroblastoma and only anecdotal
cases ofMYCN-amplified tumors associated with OMAS have
been reported. Molecularly targeted agents and immuno-
therapy are now being incorporated in frontline induction
chemotherapy, with the intention to further intensify the
initial treatment and prevent the development of resistance.
Nevertheless, despite intensive multimodality treatment,46

these cases often have poor outcome (OS ; 40%).46

Follow-up of patients with neuroblastoma in remission after the
end of treatment includes evaluation of urinary tumor markers
(homovanillic and vanillylmandelic acid) if positive at pre-
sentation and surveillance by ultrasound or chest x rays. In rare
cases, MRI is needed for surveillance of areas not adequately
visualized with less invasive modalities. The role of MIBG
scintigraphy in surveillance remains unclear, in particular in high-
risk patients, whose prognosis after relapse is poor. Consider-
ation should be given to the balance between risk of relapse and
risk of exposure to radiation or repeated general anesthetics to
minimize the long-term sequelae in survivors. Oncologic sur-
veillance is recommended every 3 months in the first year after
the end of treatment, every 4 months in the second year, and

annually thereafter, until 5 years after the end of treatment.
Tumor relapse occurs more frequently in the initial 2 years after
the end of treatment, and few relapses occur greater than 5 years
after the end of treatment. Tumor relapse is rare in the context of
OMAS.47

Immune Treatment Strategies
in OMAS
Although the optimal treatment for OMAS has not been
established, the rarity of spontaneous remission, the high rate
of chronic relapsing course, the risk of permanent neurologic
sequelae, and evidence supporting an autoimmune cause have
led to the widespread use of immunotherapy. Within this con-
struct, there are 2 broad approaches. In many parts of the world
including America and Australia, an upfront, aggressive approach
using multiple agents is used, typically adrenocorticotropic
hormone (ACTH) or corticosteroids, plasmapheresis, IV im-
munoglobulin (IVIg), and rituximab or cyclophosphamide.1,48

In a multinational European clinical trial (NCT01868269), now
closed to recruitment, a stepwise approachwas used startingwith
pulse oral dexamethasone (20 mg/m2/d for 3 consecutive days
monthly) and reserving cyclophosphamide for patients who do
not respond adequately by 3 months and rituximab for those
who do not respond adequately to cyclophosphamide. In clinical
practice, there has been amove tomore rapid escalation than this

Table 5 Recommendations for the Dosing and Monitoring of Immunotherapeutic Agents in the Treatment of OMAS:
Rituximab

Rituximab

Regimen Used as upfront treatment and if an escalation regime is used, rituximab should be considered in the case of insufficient response
(see monitoring) to steroids and/or cyclophosphamide.
➢ Rituximab regimes vary between centers with no evidence of superiority and include:
➢ Rituximab given as 375 mg/m2/dose for 4 weekly doses
➢ Rituximab given as 500 mg/m2/dose for 2 doses 10–14 d apart
➢ Rituximab given as 750 mg/m2/dose for 2 doses 14 d apart

Side effects Potential side effects of rituximab include allergic and infusion reactions, infections, and chronic hypogammaglobulinemia.

Safety monitoring ➢ Patients should be premedicatedwith a corticosteroid and an antihistamine. This can be dexamethasone 10mg/m2 IV before each
rituximab infusion. This represents the morning dose of dexamethasone and therefore half the daily dose.
➢ Alternative steroid options include hydrocortisone and prednisolone
➢ Blood pressure, pulse, and body temperature should be monitored at regular intervals.
➢ In case of severe infusion-related reactions, the infusion should be immediately stopped and appropriate treatment initiated.
Whether to resume rituximab treatment after rituximab-related reactions has to be decided by the treating physician, taking into
account the severity of the reaction.
➢ All children should be hepatitis screened before commencing rituximab. Hepatitis B surface antigen, anti-Hep core antibodies for
Hep B, plus Hepatitis C serology should be checked. The timing of this is to be as per local practice, but may need to be initiated if not
responding at the time of the third dose of cyclophosphamide.
➢ Generally, serum immunoglobulins and lymphocyte subsets are monitored periodically to assess ongoing effects of rituximab.
Blood counts and blood chemistries are monitored on a clinical basis.
➢ Prophylaxis for Pneumocystis using trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole or others (according to local guidelines) and antifungal
prophylaxis (according to local guidelines) are recommended for all children on rituximab and until 4–6 mo after rituximab
treatment, although regional practice varies.
➢ If the patient has contact with individuals with varicella or measles, urgent contact with themedical team is recommended, and, if
appropriate, prophylactic measures according to local pediatric oncology guidelines are recommended.
➢ In case of increased infection rate, consider administering IV immunoglobulin (e.g., 0.5 g/kg) irrespective of measured IgG levels.
➢ For patients with treatment escalation to rituximab, vaccinations may not be effective as long as B lymphocytes are decreased.
After the end of immunosuppressive treatment, investigation of antibodies against vaccines or reimmunization may be considered
according to local guidelines.

Abbreviation: OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome.
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protocol advocated and early introduction of rituximab before or
in place of cyclophosphamide. With either approach, rapid di-
agnosis and early initiation of treatment is recommended with 1
study showing improved outcomes in patients treated within 2
months12

The upfront aggressive approach borrows from treatment
paradigms in oncology, rheumatology, and neuroimmunology
whereby the goal is to achieve remission quickly and then to
maintain it. Considering the consistent paradigm change in neu-
roinflammation for earlier escalation to second-line therapy, usually
within 4–6 weeks of initiation of 1st-line treatment,49 many would
consider the timeline to escalation of the European trial protocol
too lengthy. A revised algorithm is proposed (Figure 1) to outline
the current treatment recommendations.

Although some providers and studies have suggested that
ACTH is superior to corticosteroids, little evidence supports
this. However, the expert panel observes that some refractory
patients may respond to ACTH and that patients who have not
responded to dexamethasone alongside other first-line therapy
should be considered for ACTH. Potential advantages of cor-
ticosteroids over ACTH include oral vs IM administration and
lower cost. Two commonly used corticosteroid regimens in-
clude (1) IV pulse methylprednisolone (30 mg/kg/d for 3–5
days, maximum 1 g/d) followed by oral prednisone or pred-
nisolone (starting dose 1–2 mg/kg/d) or (2) oral dexameth-
asone (20 mg/m2/d for 3 consecutive days as pulses 3–4
weekly), although a number of alternative steroid regimes are in
use (Table 3). Daily oral steroids were used as part of standard
therapy in a clinical trial (NCT00033293). IVIg is typically
given as 2 g/kg over 2–5 days followed by 1–2 g/kg every 4
weeks for up to a year. In a clinical trial, children with OMAS
associated with neuroblastoma were randomized to conven-
tional treatment (prednisolone + cyclophosphamide)with (n =

26) or without (n = 27) concurrent IVIG. IVIG was associated
with a higher treatment response rate (81% vs 41%) defined as
a sustained improvement in OMS score (Table 4).13

Rituximab is typically given in doses ranging from 375 mg/
m2/dose for 2 to 4 weekly doses to 750 mg/m2/dose for 2
biweekly doses (Table 5). The potential effectiveness of ritux-
imab in OMAS is supported by (1) an open-label study of 12
patients suggesting a reduction in relapse rate when combined
with ACTH and IVIg,50 (2) higher IQ in a modern cohort (in
which 11/15 received rituximab) compared with a historical
cohort (in which 0/23 received rituximab),4 and (3) reduction in
the duration of corticosteroid and IVIg treatment in those given
rituximab.48 One study showed that 15 patients who received
rituximab within 12 months of OMAS onset were more likely to
achieve a good response (defined asmodified Rankin score 0–2)
compared with 16 patients who received it later.5 A retrospective
comparison of children receiving multimodal treatment with
dexamethasone, IVIG, and rituximab to those receiving steroids
with or without IVIG found that multimodal treatment was
associated with a more complete resolution of biomarkers of
inflammation (B-cell frequencies, inflammatory markers, and
oligoclonal bands).51 Children who are treated with rituximab
should have lymphocyte subsets and immunoglobulin levels
checked at baseline and serially. There are emerging data that
younger age at rituximab initiation, neuroimmunologic di-
agnosis, and cumulative rituximab dose correlate with the risk of
hypogammaglobulinemia,5 which should be carefullymonitored.

Cyclophosphamide contributes both B-cell and T-cell sup-
pression and is typically given IV as 750 mg/m2/dose
monthly for 6 months (Table 6). Its potential benefit was first
suggested by the finding that patients with OMAS who re-
ceived tumor-directed chemotherapy (which commonly in-
cluded cyclophosphamide) had better outcomes than those

Table 6 Recommendations for the Dosing and Monitoring of Immunotherapeutic Agents in the Treatment of OMAS:
Cyclophosphamide

Cyclophosphamide

Regimen If not front-loading treatment, escalation to introduce cyclophosphamide should be considered if response to steroids is insufficient
(see monitoring).
➢ Dosing regimens vary between centers, with regimens including:
➢ 25 mg/kg for patients <10 kg; 750 mg/m2 for patients ≥10 kg
➢ Or: 500 mg/m2 then escalation according to tolerance
➢ Administered IV at 4 weekly intervals until 6 doses have been given (or 3 doses if treatment is escalated to rituximab)

Side effects Potential side effects of cyclophosphamide include nausea, vomiting, hair loss, infections, hemorrhagic cystitis, infertility, and
secondary malignancy, although the more serious of these are uncommon with the above dosing regimen.

Safety monitoring ➢ Baseline renal function (creatinine) should be checked before each cyclophosphamide infusion
➢Hydration and cystitis prophylaxis with Uromitexan (Mesna) may be given according to local guidelines. IV hydration is optional, but
should be considered when oral hydration is inadequate
➢ Urine for erythrocytes may be monitored on the day of administration
➢ Pneumocystis prophylaxis using trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole or others (according local guidelines) is recommended for
children on cyclophosphamide and for a minimum of 3 mo after the end of treatment (or as per local guidelines).
➢ Precautionary measures for children at risk of varicella or measles apply according to local practice including advice about urgent
contact with the relevant hospital team where there is exposure and, if necessary, prophylactic measures according to local pediatric
oncology guidelines.

Abbreviations: OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome; OMS = opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome.
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who did not.52 Although cyclophosphamide offers rapid re-
covery of immune function after cessation compared with
rituximab, concerns around potential side effects, impact on
fertility, and proposed B cell–mediated mechanism of OMAS
have resulted in a tendency toward using rituximab in pref-
erence to cyclophosphamide.

Given the lack of definitive data on which treatments offer the
best outcomes for OMAS, physicians must engage in a de-
tailed discussion about potential risks and benefits of each
treatment and single vs combined treatments. In general, the
data suggest that multimodal immunotherapy, with concur-
rent initiation of rituximab, or rapid escalation of treatment
may reduce relapses and improve long-term outcomes4 but
may be associated with more serious potential side effects.
Further studies are needed to guide patients, families, and
providers in choosing treatments. Similarly, the optimal du-
ration of immunotherapy in OMAS is not known. However,
rapid tapers of steroids are often associated with OMAS re-
lapses and should be avoided, and consideration given to the
use of steroid sparing agents. The use of rituximab upfront
may allow for more rapid tapering of corticosteroids and
IVIg.48 A decision to initiate tapering of treatment should be
strongly guided by the symptoms of OMAS, and reduction of
therapy avoided while a patient remains symptomatic. Clinical
symptoms of OMAS are suggestive of ongoing inflammation
with potential for a poorer outcome.

Remission can be separately defined as remission on therapy,
which always needs to be continuously reevaluated as treat-
ment is weaned, and sustained remission off therapy. A clinical
definition of remission used in the aforementioned European

trial (NCT01868269) required disappearance of symptoms
for 2 successive OMS scorings at minimum 4-week intervals
as indicated by scores of zero in the categories of stance, gait,
arm and hand function, and opsoclonus and a score 0 or 1 in
the category of behavior (they did not include speech and
language in definition of remission). In clinical practice, re-
mission on therapy can be considered to be achieved when
symptom free other than speech and behavioral scores of 1,
for at least 2 months, with clinical judgment as to whether any
residual behavioral symptoms are causally related to in-
flammation. Even where remission on therapy is achieved,
immunotherapy should be continued for up to a year and
reduced gradually.

To consider OMAS to be in sustained remission requires that
symptoms have resolved and not recurred with intercurrent
infection or stress, at a point where immunotherapies no
longer have demonstrable biological effect. Specifically, if
B-cell complement has not recovered after rituximab, re-
mission is considered to be on therapy. However, at no point
should sustained remission be considered equivalent to per-
manent remission, as relapses are possible even several years
later and have been reported decades later53 with specific
stresses such as pregnancy.54

Relapses reportedly occur in over half of cases in 1 series.10

Long-term sequelae including cognitive impairment and
speech problems may be seen in up to 75% of patients but
may potentially be mitigated by earlier and more aggressive
immunotherapy.7,55 OMAS relapses or escalation of ongoing
symptoms are typically associated with triggers including in-
fections (typically common viral infections) and/or with

Table 7 Recommendations for the Monitoring of Children With OMAS

Monitoring in children with OMAS

OMS scoring

TheMitchell-Pike OMS rating scale defines symptoms severity on an ordinal scale of 0–3 in each of 6 domains (stance, gait, arm/
hand function, opsoclonus, mood/behavior, and speech). Scores within this scale allow identification of clinical progress and
should be assessed every 4 wk during treatment:

Assessments ➢ All children with a history of OMAS, including those who responded well and are in remission, should be followed up at least yearly.
➢ Ophthalmologic assessment should be obtained at presentation and at age 5 y to exclude cataracts.
➢ Safety monitoring in immune treatment is described in the treatment text box.

At relapse For patients without previously identified neuroblastoma: Repeat laboratory and biological studies (as described in investigations)
including serum, CSF studies if clinically indicated, urinary catecholamine metabolites, and repeat imaging to exclude neuroblastoma.

For patients with previously identified neuroblastoma: Imaging studies according to tumor localization to rule out relapse of
neuroblastoma.

Cognitive OMAS is associated with cognitive difficulties that may progress despite clinical remission of disease.
➢ All children with OMAS should be followed up to detect cognitive sequelae with special attention to ataxia, language development,
attention, executive function, and behavior and sleep dysregulation.
➢ All children with OMAS should undergo a formal neurocognitive assessment to identify difficulties and provide early support within an
education setting.

Assessment
tools

To include both functional and quality of life assessments, including (but not exclusively):
➢ Cognitive testing: Bayley III, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC) depending on age
➢ Behavior, attention and emotion: Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL)
➢ Social behavior and autistic traits: Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS)

Abbreviations: OMAS = opsoclonus-myoclonus-ataxia syndrome; OMS = opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome.
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reduction in immunotherapy.9 Patients with possible relapse
should be evaluated promptly and assessed for treatable
causes (i.e., intercurrent infection) and potentially reassessed
for tumor depending on the timing and prior investigations.53

Temporary worsening of OMA symptoms during a febrile
illness is not generally considered a relapse if it resolves
promptly when febrile illness resolves. Conversely, OMA
symptoms appearing during the recovery phase after an in-
tercurrent illness are much more likely to represent a signif-
icant relapse, as they are occurring during a period of immune
activation. Depending on the severity and timing of the re-
lapse, increase in existing immunotherapy and/or escalation
to more intensive immunotherapy should be strongly con-
sidered. For patients who relapse after previously receiving
rituximab, B-cell number should be checked to see whether
the relapse correlates with B-cell repopulation, in which case a
repeat course can be considered. If B-cell (CD19) count is
fully suppressed at the time of relapse, additional rituximab
course is unlikely to be helpful and other modalities of
treatment should be considered, such as switch from oral
corticosteroids to ACTH. For patients who relapse after they
are completely off immunotherapy, restarting at least a single
modality of therapy is generally indicated, depending on prior
response to therapies. Often, a course of pulse corticosteroids
or a few months of pulse IVIG can reestablish remission, but
some require a more aggressive approach to reinduce
remission.

The Long-term Outcome and
Management of OMAS
Long-term outcomes after childhood OMAS have largely
been studied retrospectively. Patients usually recover rela-
tively well, although incompletely in terms of motor function.
Ataxia, apraxia, coordination deficits, and impaired fine motor
skills or tremor have been described in 20%–60% in follow-up
spanning 1–50 years4,12,31,56,57 but usually do not severely
affect everyday function. In contrast, cognitive and behavioral
deficits can severely affect function. Good cognitive outcome
is reported in only 10%–50% of patients in older series. The
range of cognitive and behavioural sequelae in children with
OMAS includes intellectual disability, specific learning dis-
abilities such as dyslexia, as well deficits in attention, expressive
language, visuospatial function, and behavioral dysregulation,
even in children with normal IQ.4,12,57,58

Cerebellar atrophy of the vermis and hemispheres has been
described in patients who had follow-up imaging years after
the acute phase, particularly in children who had severe
presentations.12,30 In addition, a reduction of cerebral cortical
thickness in visual and motor cortex areas has been reported
on imaging 10–29 years after symptom onset in children.30

The correlation of these structural changes with cognitive and
behavioral issues is not clear as variable results have been
reported in small series, while cognitive testing in younger

children is challenging.12,30 Further research in this area is
needed.

Knowledge of risk factors associated with adverse cognitive
outcome is limited. Delay in treatment,12 younger age at onset,
and severe presenting symptoms have been reported to asso-
ciate with poor outcome, but these findings are inconsis-
tent across multiple retrospective studies. The presence or
absence of neuroblastoma does not associate with neurologic
outcome.12,56 Several retrospective studies have shown asso-
ciations between a relapsing course and poor outcome.56,57

This has been confirmed by a recent prospective and retro-
spective analysis of a large cohort of patients in which a greater
number of relapses was associated with a poorer cognitive
outcome whereas clinical and demographic information at
presentation did not.55 Furthermore, type of therapy may
matter: 1 study has reported that more front-loaded immu-
nosuppressive treatment associates with better cognitive out-
comes.4 Finally, cognitive outcomes may evolve through time.
One series of 3 patients described progressive cognitive dys-
function despite a stable clinical course following treatment.59

Given the significant symptoms and impact on development,
treatment is targeted at inducing full remission, tolerating no
symptoms, and acting promptly to avoid or mitigate relapses.
Ongoing physical, occupational, and speech therapy should
be recommended for all patients with OMAS, although many
children will not tolerate therapies early in the course due to
irritability. Often children may also require psychological
support and behavioral therapy. As children with OMAS
reach school age, neurocognitive testing should be performed,
special services in the school are often necessary, and planning
should begin early (Table 7).

Restarting Immunizations in Patients
With OMAS
Because of the age at onset, children with OMAS often receive
treatment that interrupts the routine pediatric immunization
schedule. Although most experts agree that immunizing patients
with OMAS while on treatment should be avoided, there is no
consensus on when to reimmunize or commence catch-up im-
munization in patients after treatment is complete. Several issues
need to be considered: (1) the risk of reactivation of OMAS
symptoms due to nonspecific immune stimulation by vaccina-
tion; (2) the risk of preventable illnesses; and (3) the ability of
patients to mount an immune response after OMAS treatment.

Although there may be concerns regarding reactivation of
OMAS symptomswith vaccination, in a series of 14 patients with
neuroblastoma-associated OMAS, 6 had undergone revaccina-
tion a minimum of 2 years after treatment, none of whom had
exacerbation of OMAS symptoms.47 Evidence for the risk of
reactivation is extrapolated from large retrospective studies of
patients with acquired demyelinating syndromes (ADS), yet
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several population-based studies suggest that the risk of an ADS
within 3 years of a vaccination is not increased.60,61

Similarly, vaccine effectiveness while on immune treatment is
generally extrapolated from the pediatric oncology and pe-
diatric rheumatology experience, whereby live vaccinations
are avoided and routine vaccination halted during active im-
munotherapy. Catch-up vaccination with or without booster
doses depending on level of immune suppression are rein-
stituted following completion of immunotherapy,62 based on
national vaccination schedules. The time lag to immune
competency is often pragmatically considered from the im-
mune biologic perspective (6 months) or longer based on
physician or institutional preferences. Notably, such decisions
should reflect critical outbreaks of life-threatening commu-
nicable disease whereby decision to immunize may be un-
dertaken even if a suboptimal response may be expected. For
infections where herd immunity cannot be relied on, such as
seasonal influenza and SARS CoV2, immunization even while
on immunotherapy should be strongly considered and po-
tential risk and benefits discussed with families.

Summary
There remains uncertainty as to the optimal management of
children presenting with OMAS with or without neuroblas-
toma, and where data from well-controlled studies are lacking,
the consensus of expert opinion has allowed several key points
to be established:

c Early diagnosis is important
c Clinical severity scales are important to help evaluate and

monitor OMAS (Tables 4 and 7)
c Investigations are important, but biomarkers still do not

have an established role in management (Tables 1 and 2)
c Initiation of treatment to establish disease remission and

prevent relapses is crucial (Tables 3, 5 and 6; Figure 1)
c Children with OMAS must have long-term follow-up

(Table 7)

Recommendations have been made to support clinicians in
the investigation, treatment, and long-term support of chil-
dren and families with OMAS. No one optimal treatment
strategy has been established, but whether an upfront or es-
calating approach is taken, adherence to the key principles of
rapidly establishing remission and preventing relapses is key,
with informed decisions around the risk and benefit of more
aggressive initial immune suppression. International collabo-
ration will remain crucial in answering the ongoing un-
certainty around this rare disease.
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